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QUESTION 1

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) wants to improve its engagement with existing customers to boost customer loyalty. To
get a better understanding of its customers, NTO establishes a single customer view including their buying behaviors, 

channel preferences and purchasing history. All of this information exists but is spread across different systems and
formats. 

NTO has decided to use Salesforce as the platform to build a 360 degree view. The company already uses Microsoft
Active Directory (AD) to manage its users and company assets. 

What should an Identity Architect do to provision, deprovision and authenticate users? 

A. Salesforce Identity is not needed since NTO uses Microsoft AD. 

B. Salesforce Identity can be included but NTO will be required to build a custom integration with Microsoft AD. 

C. Salesforce Identity is included in the Salesforce licenses so it does not need to be considered separately. 

D. A Salesforce Identity can be included but NTO will require Identity Connect. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal containers (UC) has implemented ansp-Initiated SAML flow between an external IDP and salesforce. A user
at UC is attempting to login to salesforce1 for the first time and is being prompted for salesforce credentials instead of 

being shown the IDP login page. 

What is the likely cause of the issue? 

A. The "Redirect to Identity Provider" option has been selected in the my domain configuration. 

B. The user has not configured the salesforce1 mobile app to use my domain for login 

C. The "Redirect to identity provider" option has not been selected the SAML configuration. 

D. The user has not been granted the "Enable single Sign-on" permission 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers (UC) currently uses Salesforce Sales Cloud and an external billing application. Both Salesforce
and the billing application are accessed several times a day to manage customers. UC would like to configure single
sign-on and leverage Salesforce as the identity provider. Additionally, UC would like the billing application to be
accessible from Salesforce. A redirect is acceptable. 

Which two Salesforce tools should an identity architect recommend to satisfy the requirements? 
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Choose 2 answers 

A. salesforce Canvas 

B. Identity Connect 

C. Connected Apps 

D. App Launcher 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal containers (UC) has an e-commerce website while customers can buy products, make payments, and
manage their accounts. UC decides to build a customer Community on Salesforce and wants to allow the customers to
access the community for their accounts without logging in again. UC decides to implement ansp-Initiated SSO using a
SAML- BASED complaint IDP. In this scenario where salesforce is the service provider, which two activities must be
performed in salesforce to make sp-Initiated SSO work? Choose 2 answers 

A. Configure SAML SSO settings. 

B. Configure Delegated Authentication 

C. Create a connected App 

D. Set up my domain 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal containers (UC) would like to enable SSO between their existing Active Directory infrastructure and
salesforce. The it team prefers to manage all users in Active Directory and would like to avoid doing any initial setup of
users in salesforce directly, including the correct assignment of profiles, roles and groups. Which two optimal solutions
should UC use to provision users in salesforce? Choose 2 answers 

A. Use the salesforce REST API to sync users from active directory to salesforce 

B. Use an app exchange product to sync users from Active Directory to salesforce. 

C. Use Active Directory Federation Services to sync users from active directory to salesforce. 

D. Use Identity connect to sync users from Active Directory to salesforce 

Correct Answer: BD 
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